Introduction
Membrane cholesterol is an important factor in determining the physical properties of the lipid bilayer, such as its fluidity (Brulet and McConnell, 1976; Cooper, 1978; Xu and London, 2000) and elasticity (Evans and Needham, 1987; Needham and Nunn, 1990) . Specifically, in the case of artificial vesicles, addition of cholesterol increases membrane stiffness (Needham and Nunn, 1990) . However, in contrast to model membranes, Byfield et al. (Byfield et al., 2004) demonstrated that cholesterol depletion of bovine aortic endothelial cells significantly decreased cell deformability, as assessed by measuring the length of membrane deformation aspirated into a glass micropipette. Latrunculin-A-induced disassembly of the F-actin network abrogated the stiffening effect. Since these micropipette aspiration experiments affect the cell globally they do not allow determination of whether the stiffening effect of cholesterol depletion is due to the reorganization of the cytoskeleton, the modifications in membrane-cytoskeleton interaction or both. Several studies showed the effect of cholesterol on lateral protein diffusion (Goodwin et al., 2005; Shvartsman et al., 2006) . In particular, Kwik and co-workers (Kwik et al., 2003) demonstrated that membrane cholesterol depletion decreased protein mobility in the membrane of skin fibroblasts and this effect resulted from changes in the architecture of the underlying actin network, again implicating the cytoskeleton. These observations clearly illustrate that cholesterol manipulation affects cells more globally than just through their membranes (Kwik et al., 2003) .
In the present study we used AFM-based force spectroscopy to quantitatively investigate the effect of cholesterol on membrane-cytoskeleton adhesion, a factor that controls vital cellular functions, such as endocytosis, exocytosis, lamellipodial retraction and extension, and cell migration (Sheetz, 2001) . Specifically, membrane nanotubes (i.e. tethers) were extracted from endothelial cells whose mechanical properties are major determinants of vascular functions, such as flow-induced vasodilatation and vascular remodeling (Chien and Shyy, 1998; Davies et al., 1995; Sieminski et al., 2004) . Membrane nanotubes have been studied extensively by a number of techniques, such as optical tweezers (Dai and Sheetz, 1995; Inaba et al., 2005; Titushkin and Cho, 2006) , magnetic tweezers (Heinrich and Waugh, 1996; Hosu et al., 2007) , aspirating micropipettes Girdhar and Shao, 2004; Xu and Shao, 2005) and AFM (Puech et al., 2005; Sun et al., 2005) , in a wide range of cell types including red blood cells (Hochmuth et al., 1982) , neutrophils (Zhelev and Hochmuth, 1995; Shao and Xu, 2002) , neurons Dai and Sheetz, 1995; Dai et al., 1998) , fibroblasts (Raucher and Sheetz, 1999; Raucher and Sheetz, 2001 ), endothelial cells Whereas recent studies suggest that cholesterol plays important role in the regulation of membrane proteins, its effect on the interaction of the cell membrane with the underlying cytoskeleton is not well understood. Here, we investigated this by measuring the forces needed to extract nanotubes (tethers) from the plasma membrane, using atomic force microscopy. The magnitude of these forces provided a direct measure of cell stiffness, cell membrane effective surface viscosity and association with the underlying cytoskeleton. Furthermore, we measured the lateral diffusion constant of a lipid analog DiIC 12 , using fluorescence recovery after photobleaching, which offers additional information on the organization of the membrane. We found that cholesterol depletion significantly increased the adhesion energy between the membrane and the cytoskeleton and decreased the membrane diffusion constant. An increase in cellular cholesterol to a level higher than that in control cells led to a decrease in the adhesion energy and the membrane surface viscosity. Disassembly of the actin network abrogated all the observed effects, suggesting that cholesterol affects the mechanical properties of a cell through the underlying cytoskeleton. The results of these quantitative studies may help to better understand the biomechanical processes accompanying the development of atherosclerosis. (Girdhar and Shao, 2004) , tumor cells (Sun et al., 2005; Hosu et al., 2007) and stem cells (Titushkin and Cho, 2006) . Membrane tethers are of interest because of their many biological functions, such as providing intercellular and intracellular communication channels (Polishchuk et al., 2003; Rustom et al., 2004; Upadhyaya and Sheetz, 2004; Vidulescu et al., 2004; White et al., 1999) and controlling the rolling along and attachment to the endothelial wall of leukocytes (Alon et al., 1998; Edmondson et al., 2005; Ramachandran et al., 2004) . In the latter case they are formed through specific receptor-ligand bonds upon contact with endothelial cells or platelets (Schmidtke and Diamond, 2000) .
In the AFM technique the force F (i.e. tether force) needed to pull a tether from the membrane at a constant velocity V t is measured and then the dependence of F on V t is analyzed (Brochard-Wyart et al., 2006; Evans et al., 2005; Hochmuth et al., 1996) . In most cases this dependence is accurately described by the relationship F=F 0 +2 eff V t , which is used to evaluate the membrane surface viscosity eff and the threshold pulling force F 0 . Effective surface viscosity here means, that in general eff contains contributions associated with the intrinsic material properties of the lipid bilayer, the interbilayer slip and the association of the membrane with the underlying cytoskeleton . The force F 0 is a direct measure of the membrane-cytoskeleton adhesion energy and membrane stiffness Sheetz, 2001) . Thus both F 0 and eff contain information on the interaction of the membrane with the cytoskeleton. AFM can exert considerably larger forces (~nN) than optical tweezers (<500 pN) and it is more accurate than aspirating micropipettes. Using this method, we quantified the membrane-cytoskeleton interaction in bovine aortic endothelial cells and determined the effective surface viscosities of cells with different levels of cholesterol content. In bulk liquids, viscosity and diffusion constant are inversely proportional to each other. To investigate this relationship in two-dimensional membranes, and gain additional information on the effects of cholesterol, fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) (Axelrod et al., 1976; Edidin et al., 1976; Reits and Neefjes, 2001 ) was used to measure the lateral diffusion of a lipid analog DiIC 12 .
Results
Cholesterol depletion/enrichment significantly increases/decreases the threshold tether force To investigate the effect of cholesterol on the biophysical properties of the endothelial plasma membrane, tether-pulling experiments were performed on control, cholesterol enriched and cholesterol-depleted cells. The mean tether force at each specific pulling speed was determined from the Gaussian fit to the resultant histogram (see Materials and Methods; Fig.  1B ). Cell cholesterol level after cholesterol modulation was verified ( Fig. 2A inset) as previously described (Levitan et al., 2000) . The threshold tether force F 0 and the effective surface viscosity of the membrane, eff , were determined from the linear fit ( Fig. 2A,C) to the data; their values are listed in Table 1 (the values for eff are comparable with those reported for other eukaryotic cells) (Li et al., 2002; Girdhar and Shao, 2004; Xu and Shao, 2005) . Cholesterol treatment affected eff similarly at room temperature and 37°C: enrichment and depletion resulted in a decrease (P<0.05) and no change (P>0.05), respectively, in this quantity. As far as F 0 is concerned, at room temperature, cholesterol enrichment and depletion resulted in its decrease and increase, respectively. At 37°C, cholesterol depletion still resulted in the increase of F 0 (P<0.05), whereas cholesterol enrichment did not seem to affect it (P>0.05). Overall, the changes brought about by cholesterol treatment were less pronounced at 37°C than at room temperature. These findings demonstrate that cholesterol is an efficient regulator of the biophysical properties of the membrane. Furthermore, they imply that at physiological temperatures, cells are able to more effectively recover from cholesterol-caused perturbations.
Disruption of F-actin abrogates the effect of cholesterol on the tether force Earlier studies have demonstrated that the tether force strongly depends on the integrity of the F-actin network (Dai et al., 1999; Dai and Sheetz, 1995; Sun et al., 2005) . To test the F-actin dependence of the tether force, prior to pulling experiments, cells were exposed to 1 µM latrunculin A, an Factin depolymerizing agent (Spector et al., 1989) . As Journal of Cell Science 120 (13) expected, fewer actin fibers were observed in latrunculin-Atreated cells (Fig. 3B , panels d-f). Although there was no latrunculin A in the CO 2 -independent medium (in which the experiments were carried out), we did not observe cell recovery in either morphology or tether force, indicating that the drug remained in the cells for the entire duration of the measurements (1-1.5 hours; results not shown). Disruption of F-actin resulted in a significant reduction in F 0 and eff for both the control and cholesterol-depleted cells ( Fig. 3A and Table. 1). However, latrunculin A did not significantly affect these quantities in cholesterol-enriched cells. In addition, after latrunculin A treatment we found no statistical difference in F 0 and eff between control, cholesterol-depleted and cholesterol-enriched cells (P>0.05; Fig. 3A and Table 1 ). These results imply that the organization of the actin cytoskeleton strongly influences the biophysical properties of the membrane in control and cholesterol-depleted cells, but has no significant effect in cholesterol-enriched cells.
Cellular cholesterol content affects cell morphology DIC microscopy was used to study the effect of differential cholesterol treatment on cell morphology. Blind experiments (see Materials and Methods) were performed to minimize bias in the interpretation of the images. Cholesterol-depleted cells appeared smaller and thicker ( Fig. 4A ) than control cells (which were well spread, Fig. 4B ), whereas cholesterolenriched cells could be resolved by their increased blebbing (Fig. 4C ). These findings suggest a correlation between cell membrane cholesterol content and membrane-cytoskeleton association or cytoskeleton organization. In particular, blebs in cholesterol-enriched cells may indicate weakened membranecytoskeleton association. 
Cellular cholesterol content affects variability in tethers
If the plasma membrane were not connected to the cytoskeleton (the case of artificial lipid vesicles), no differences between tethers would be expected. Thus, variability in tethers could also provide information on membrane-cytoskeleton association. Therefore, we performed a systematic study on the width of the histograms, constructed from the step-like events shown in Fig. 1 , in all treatment cases.
(As the analysis presented in the Materials and Methods showed, the width is mainly determined by the variability in tethers.) As results in Table 2 show, cholesterol depletion significantly increased variability, whereas cholesterol enrichment had a much smaller effect. Latrunculin A treatment renders cells considerably more homogeneous in all three cases (control, depletion and enrichment). These findings are consistent with the results presented earlier. Cholesterol depletion enhances membrane-cytoskeleton interaction and thus makes tethers less homogeneous. Upon latrunculin A treatment, this enhanced membranecytoskeleton interaction is abrogated and, as a consequence, tethers become more homogeneous.
Cholesterol depletion suppresses lateral diffusion in the membrane Diffusion (e.g. of proteins) in the membrane is important in a number of cellular processes, such as signaling and adhesion. To investigate how cholesterol depletion or enrichment affects this transport mechanism, cells were labelled with DiIC 12 for FRAP measurements, as described in the Materials and Methods. Analysis of the recovery curves after photobleaching (Siggia et al., 2000) (Fig. 5A ) revealed that cholesterol depletion resulted in the decrease of DiIC 12 lateral mobility (P<0.05; Fig. 5B ), whereas cholesterol enrichment had no statistically significant effect (Fig. 5B ). Disruption of F-actin with latrunculin A had little to no effect on DiIC 12 mobility for either control or cholesterol-enriched cells (Fig. 5B) . However, latrunculin A treatment of cholesteroldepleted cells resulted in a significant increase in the diffusion coefficient (Fig. 5B) . Furthermore, similarly to the threshold tether force and effective surface viscosity, after latrunculin A treatment we found no statistical difference in the values of the diffusion constants among control, cholesterol-depleted and cholesterol-enriched cells. Interestingly, our findings contrast with those of Goodwin and co-workers (Goodwin et al., 2005) . These investigators observed decreased diffusion of DiIC 16 and DiIC 18 in the membrane of fibroblasts upon cholesterol enrichment and no change upon cholesterol depletion. This may imply different membrane localization of these dyes or cell-specific response to cholesterol treatment. However, our results are consistent with enhanced membrane-cytoskeleton adhesion upon cholesterol depletion (see Discussion).
Cholesterol enrichment reduces bond force
Earlier work has confirmed that tether formation can reduce the force exerted on the specific bonds (the bond force, F b ) between endothelial cells of the vascular wall and leukocytes, and thus result in increased chance of adherence between the two cell types (Girdhar and Shao, 2004; Ramachandran et al., 2004; Schmidtke and Diamond, 2000; Shao et al., 1998) . To clarify how this finding may be affected by differential cholesterol conditions, we determined the time dependence of L (tether length) and F b for tethers connecting a leukocyte to an endothelial cell (see Materials and Methods). We found that after cholesterol enrichment, L and F b respectively increase (Fig. 6A) and decrease (Fig. 6B ) much faster than in the case of control and cholesterol-depleted cells. This result is consistent with the finding that cholesterol enrichment leads to decreased effective surface viscosity ( Fig.  2A,C) . Interestingly, cholesterol depletion had no strong effect on either L or F b . Increased tether length and reduced bond force both favor the slowing down of circulating leukocytes Journal of Cell Science 120 (13) and, as a consequence, the possible accumulation of cells in the vicinity of the endothelium. Thus, increase in the endothelial cell membrane cholesterol level may be an initial step in atherosclerotic plaque formation.
Discussion
Formation of membrane tethers requires significant changes in membrane curvature. The associated energy cost depends on the biomechanical properties of the bilayer, as well as its association with the cytoskeleton (Dai and Sheetz, 1995; Hochmuth et al., 1996; Sheetz, 2001) . By pulling membrane tethers from bovine aortic endothelial cells using AFM, we have shown that cholesterol depletion significantly increases membrane stiffness (and thus makes the pulling of tethers harder), whereas cholesterol enrichment weakens it. These findings are consistent with those of Byfield et al. (Byfield et al., 2004) , who used micropipette aspiration to quantify the effect of cholesterol. Using the same technique, Needham and Nunn (Needham and Nunn, 1990) , however, found that elevation of membrane cholesterol increases the stiffness of artificial lipid bilayers. We have also shown that, unexpectedly, cholesterol enrichment decreases the effective surface viscosity of the membrane, whereas cholesterol depletion has practically no effect on this quantity. Finally, we have demonstrated that cholesterol depletion (but not cholesterol enrichment) affects lateral membrane diffusion. Taken together, these findings imply that changes in the level of membrane cholesterol have profound effects on membrane-cytoskeleton interaction. Thus, cholesterol affects the cell not only locally, but also globally through the cytoskeleton.
The contribution to the tether force by membranecytoskeleton adhesion, F ad , can be estimated as follows:
where F 0 and F 0 lata are the threshold tether force before and after latrunculin A treatment, respectively. Since latrunculin A treatment leads to the disruption of the F-actin network (Fig.  3B, panel d-f) , F ad is a quantitative measure for the strength of the membrane-cytoskeleton interaction. The values of F ad for control, depleted and enriched cells were 10, 20 and 2 pN, respectively (Fig. 7) . The high value of F ad for cholesterol depletion and the lower value for cholesterol enrichment indicate strong and weak interaction, respectively, between the membrane and cytoskeleton. Membrane-cytoskeleton interaction is essential for the membrane to conform to the cytoskeleton; its weakening leads to blebbing (Sheetz et al., 2006) . Our studies using DIC imaging (Fig. 4C) , indeed show this to happen in cholesterol-enriched cells.
Another important finding of this study is that cholesterol enrichment results in a significant decrease in effective surface viscosity, eff , whereas cholesterol depletion has no effect. The effective membrane surface viscosity is determined by multiple factors, such as intrinsic membrane properties, inter-bilayer slip, and the slip between the membrane and cytoskeleton . Among these three contributions, the most significant is the slip between the membrane and cytoskeleton, as shown by Marcus (Marcus and Hochmuth, 2002) , where latrunculin A treatment of neutrophils was found to decrease eff from 1.1 pNϫsecond/µm to close to zero. Our experiments support this finding: after 1 µM latrunculin A treatment, eff decreases from 0.5 to about 0.1 pNϫsecond/µm for the control and cholesterol-depleted cells. The decrease in eff is most probably due to the loss of bonds linking the membrane to the cytoskeleton (Marcus and Hochmuth, 2002; . Therefore, the decrease in eff in cholesterol-enriched cells is consistent with the assumption that under such conditions membrane-cytoskeleton adhesion is reduced. The fact that no further decrease in the effective membrane viscosity is observed upon latrunculin A treatment in cholesterol-enriched cells ( Table 1 ), suggests that enrichment itself has already significantly decreased the membrane-cytoskeleton adhesion, making additional latrunculin A treatment largely ineffective. Interestingly, we found that the increase in F ad in cholesterol-depleted cells is not accompanied with increase in eff . One possible explanation for this observation is that the increase in the component of eff owing to the slip between the cytoskeleton and the inner leaflet of the membrane (as consequence of increased membrane-cytoskeleton adhesion) is compensated by an opposite effect on one of the other components (see above).
The tether-pulling experiments were performed at both room temperature and physiological temperature. Although the main conclusions on the effect of cholesterol on cellular biophysical properties obtained in these experiments are valid in both cases, it is instructive to note that the differences between the various treatment cases are less pronounced at 37°C. This observation suggests that cells are capable to adept to perturbations more effectively at physiological temperatures and the interpretation of experimental results obtained at room temperature has to be done with appropriate care.
Another approach to address the role of membrane cholesterol in determining membrane fluidity is measuring the lateral diffusion of lipid molecules using FRAP. Our study shows that after cholesterol depletion, the lateral diffusion of DiIC 12 decreased by about 30%, whereas cholesterol enrichment had no significant effect (Fig. 5B) cholesterol depletion increases the immobile fraction of HLA I proteins (Kwik et al., 2003) and decreases the diffusion coefficient of both raft and non-raft proteins (Kenworthy et al., 2004; Vrljic et al., 2005) . Cholesterol enrichment was shown to have no effect on the lateral diffusion coefficients of either membrane proteins or membrane lipids (Kenworthy et al., 2004; Vrljic et al., 2005) . Also, consistently with the earlier studies, disassembly of the actin network abrogated the differences in the diffusion coefficients between cholesteroldepleted, cholesterol-enriched and control cells (Fig. 5B ). This implies, in particular, that the suppression of lateral diffusion of DiIC 12 after cholesterol depletion is also related to the cytoskeleton. An intriguing question is why the impact of cholesterol on eff , as measured by AFM, is different from its impact on D, as measured by FRAP. On theoretical grounds, it is expected that an increase in D implies a decrease in eff (Saffman and Delbruck, 1975) . However, in our study, cholesterol enrichment significantly reduced eff , but had no appreciable effect on D. Conversely, cholesterol depletion had no effect on eff , but significantly decreased D. One possible explanation is that AFM and FRAP measure distinct membrane properties. A more profound reason may be that our FRAP study tests only the outer leaflet of the plasma membrane (where the diffusion of DiIC 12 takes place), whereas AFM tests both (since tethers and thus eff are sensitive to the interconnection between the two leaflets). Therefore, the outcome of the FRAP experiments is affected less by membrane-cytoskeleton adhesion. Indeed, results in Fig. 5B Changes in membrane-cytoskeleton adhesion are expected to have major impact on numerous cell functions (Sheetz, 2001) . In particular, it is likely that an increase in membranecytoskeleton adhesion (e.g. by cholesterol depletion) makes it more difficult to form endocytic vesicles, slows down the rate of endocytosis, prevents the formation of membrane processes (such as lamellipodia protrusion) and affects cell morphology. Consistent with this expectation is the finding that cholesterol depletion reduces the rate of internalization of transferrin receptors by preventing coated pits to detach from the plasma membrane (Subtil et al., 1999) . Conversely, cholesterol enrichment enhances endocytosis (Sharma et al., 2004) . It is also important to note that although depleting cellular cholesterol with M␤CD is not physiological, it was shown that exposing endothelial cells to oxLDL results in cholesterol depletion from endothelial caveolae (Blair et al., 1999) . Furthermore, the effects of M␤CD-induced cholesterol depletion on endothelial biomechanics are remarkably similar to those induced by oxLDL (Byfield et al., 2006) .
Reduced membrane-cytoskeleton adhesion and decreased effective surface viscosity may have important implications in the development of atherosclerosis. Adhesion of circulating monocytes to the endothelium and consequent reduction in their rolling are important components in the atherogenic process (Cybulsky and Gimbrone, 1991; Gimbrone et al., 1995; Rosenfeld et al., 1987) . Experiments and numerical simulations demonstrate that formation of membrane tethers reduces the force exerted on specific bonds (i.e. selectin-PSGL1) and increases bond lifetime, which results in increased chance of adherence of neutrophils to the endothelium (Girdhar and Shao, 2004; Ramachandran et al., 2004; Schmidtke and Diamond, 2000; Shao, 1998) . Our model calculation illustrates that after cholesterol enrichment, the force exerted on the specific bond formed between an endothelial tether and a leukocyte decreases much faster than in the control or depleted cases (Fig. 6B) . As a consequence, bond lifetime increases, facilitating and stabilizing the rolling process. This suggests that cholesterol enrichment may increase the probability of adherence of monocytes to endothelium, an observation consistent with experimental findings (Pritchard et al., 1991a; Pritchard et al., 1991b) .
In conclusion, based on AFM tether-pulling and FRAP measurements, we showed that alterations in the level of membrane cholesterol lead to significant changes in membrane-cytoskeleton adhesion, which in turn may affect important cellular and physiological processes. The molecular mechanisms, that control and regulate these effects, however, need further investigation.
Materials and Methods

Cell culture
Bovine aortic endothelial cells (BAECs; Cambrex East Rutherford, NJ) between passages 12 and 16 were grown in DMEM (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) containing 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO), 10 µg/ml penicillin, streptomycin and kanamycin sulfate (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) . Cell cultures were maintained in a humidified incubator at 37°C, with 5% CO 2 . Cells were split every 3-4 days.
Modulation of cellular cholesterol level
BAECs were enriched with or depleted of cholesterol by incubation with methyl-␤-cyclodextrin (M␤CD) saturated in cholesterol or using M␤CD not complexed with cholesterol, as described in previous studies (Levitan et al., 2000) . Free cholesterol mass analysis was done by gas-liquid chromatography (GLC) (Levitan et al., 2000) . Cell protein content was determined on the lipid-extracted monolayer using a modification of the method of Lowry et al. (Lowry et al., 1951) . All mass values were normalized on the basis of cell protein.
Tether force measurement
Measurements were performed as described earlier (Sun et al., 2005) both at room temperature and 37°C (assured by use of an enclosure with a thermostat surrounding the AFM workstation). Briefly, the in-house-built AFM was mounted on the stage of an Olympus IX70 inverted microscope. Each silicon nitride cantilever (Veeco, Santa Barbara, CA) used in the experiments was calibrated before a given measurement using thermal noise amplitude analysis (Butt and Jaschke, 1995; Hutter and Bechhoefer, 1993) . The measured spring constants were between 8 and 12 mN/m, in good agreement with the nominal value of 10 mN/m, provided by the manufacturer. A 60-mm Petri dish containing cells in CO 2 -independent medium at room temperature, supplemented with 10 µg/ml penicillin, streptomycin, and kanamycin sulphate, was placed under the AFM. The cantilever was lowered toward the cell until contact was established. Contact was maintained for 2 to 30 seconds, after which the cantilever was retracted at a constant speed (3, 9, 15 and 21 µm/second were used in the experiments). A typical retraction resulted in a series of step-like discontinuities (Fig. 1A) . The step size corresponds to the force needed to pull a single tether, in particular the last one. Several hundred step-like events were recorded using 15-50 cells, with each cell subjected to multiple retraction experiments. Data analysis was carried out with Igor 4.09 (WaveMetrics, Lake Oswego, OR).
Determination of membrane surface viscosity
With the AFM apparatus one directly measures the tether force F as function of the tether growth velocity V t (in our case the AFM cantilever retraction speed), thus the function F(V t ). The mean value of F was determined from the Gaussian fit to the histogram constructed from the recorded step-like events; at least 500 were used in the experiments at room temperature and (owing to the higher thermal noise) 1000 at 37°C. The width of the Gaussians was also analyzed, because this quantity contains information on the spread of the data owing to variability in tethers, cells and experiments.
There are different theories for the analysis of the function F(V t ), including power law (Brochard-Wyart et al., 2006; Evans et al., 2005; Heinrich et al., 2005) and linear relationship . In our experimental regime, the linear relationship F=F 0 +2 eff V t worked well. The effective viscosity eff and thresholdpulling force F 0 were then determined respectively from the slope and intercept of the line used to fit the data. The threshold force for extracting a tether is given by F 0 =2ͱහ හ 2TB, where the apparent membrane tension T (similarly to eff ) provides a measure of the membrane-cytoskeleton adhesion and B is the membrane-bending stiffness (Sheetz, 2001) . (Note that the quantity T is analogous to surface tension. Thus it represents the energy needed to increase the membrane surface area by one unit.)
Cytoskeleton disruption
For cytoskeleton disruption experiments, cells were cultured at 37°C, 5% CO 2 in 1 µM latrunculin A solution in DMEM, containing 10 µg/ml penicillin, streptomycin, and kanamycin sulphate (Invitrogen). Cells were treated for 30 minutes prior to AFM measurements, which were performed in latrunculin-A-free CO 2 -independent medium, at room temperature, as described above.
Confocal fluorescence recovery after photobleaching
For DiIC 12 labeling, cells were incubated with 0.5 µg/ml of DiIC 12 (stock 5 mg/ml in DMSO) in DMEM without FBS for 20 minutes. Confocal FRAP was performed as described by Kenworthy et al. (Kenworthy et al., 2004) . Briefly, a Zeiss LSM 510 Meta NLO 2-photon confocal (Carl Zeiss, Thornwood, NY) was used with a 63ϫ 1.4 NA Zeiss Plan Apochromat oil-immersion objective, at digital zoom of 2, scan speed of 10, with the pin-hole set at 1 Airy unit. Prebleach and postbleach images were acquired using low laser intensity (at 488 nm). Photobleaching was performed using 10 scans with the 800 nm Chameleon 2-photon laser system in a rectangular region of interest, 4 µm wide. All FRAP measurements were carried out in CO 2 -independent medium at room temperature. In the case of cytoskeleton disruption experiments, prior to measurement, cells were treated for 10 minutes with latrunculin A, as described above. The effective diffusion coefficients were determined from the postbleach image series using a program that compares the experimental and simulated recoveries into the bleached region (Siggia et al., 2000) .
Visualization of the actin cytoskeleton and cell morphology
To visualize the microfilament network, F-actin staining was performed using standard procedure. Cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 10 minutes, permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 for 5 minutes, incubated with PBS (2% FBS) for 15 minutes, and subsequently with 0.1 µM Rhodaminephalloidin (Sigma, St Louis, MO) for 20 minutes. After each step, samples were rinsed three times in PBS. Images were acquired using a Bio-Rad Radiance 2000 (Carl Zeiss Microimaging, Thornwood, NY) confocal system. Cell morphology as function of cholesterol treatment was visualized with Differential Interference Contrast (DIC) microscopy. Images were acquired using the DIC imaging module on the Zeiss LSM 510 Meta NLO 2-photon confocal (Carl Zeiss, Thornwood, NY) with a 63ϫ 1.4 NA Zeiss Plan Apochromat oilimmersion objective. To minimize the bias, blind experiments were performed. Control and cholesterol-treated cells were cultured on the same cover glass (appropriately partitioned in two regions) by one individual and subsequently imaged by another without the knowledge of which region contained the treated or control cells.
Bond force computation
Leukocytes circulating in the blood flow occasionally collide with the endothelial wall, which may result in tether formation, from either the endothelial or leukocyte membrane. The force, as a result of shear stresses in the blood flow, acting on the adhesive bond between the tip of the tether and the apposing membrane (i.e. selectin-PSGL1 ligand), F b , can considerably be reduced by the extension of the tether (Shao et al., 1998) . We investigated how cholesterol, through its effect on the mechanical properties of endothelial tethers may influence F b . Using the model of Shao et al. (Shao et al., 1998; Girdhar and Shao, 2004; Girdhar et al., 2007) and the quantities F 0 and eff from the tether-pulling experiments, F b can be calculated from the following equation:
where L(t) is the instantaneous tether length. The above equation follows from the conditions of force and torque balance for a rolling leukocyte (along with an equation expressing the geometry of the leukocyte's attachment to the endothelium, assuming attachment through a single tether). We solved equation 2 numerically for endothelial tethers, formed under various cholesterol conditions. In the computation, the radius of the leukocyte and shear stress as a result of blood flow were assumed to be 4.25 µm and 0.08 pN/µm 2 respectively.
Statistical analysis
Analysis of covariance was used to compare the results of tether-pulling experiments under different conditions. For the FRAP data comparison, a Student's t-test was used (Zar, 1999) . For the width of the histograms the following analysis was performed. Three independent experiments were carried out at V t =3 m/second on three different days, with five different cells each day. In total, 15 cells and 943 tethers were recorded. Using all the data, a histogram was constructed and its variance, S 2 total (where S is s.d.) evaluated from the Gaussian fit. We then determined the contributions to S 2 total of the variances attributable to the different experiments (S 2 ex ), cells (S 2 cell ) and the tethers (S 2 tether ), using the linear mixed effects model (Neter et al., 1996) 
